Transportation Services

The following is a list of local companies that have provided transportation to Brooks School students at various times.* Brooks provides chaperoned transportation to Connecticut/New York City at the start and end of major breaks (Thanksgiving, Winter and Spring vacations). Brooks provides faculty-driven transportation to Logan Airport at the start of major breaks.

When traveling to and from the airport or train station (non-local travel), make a reservation with a car service in advance.

Airport & Train Station Service (Prefers 24-hours notice)

Valley Coach of North Andover       (978) 682-5539
Bellmores Transportation            (877) 421-9931
Callahan Transportation             (781) 249-0877
Flight Line, Inc.                    (800) 245-2525
(This shuttle service typically has additional passengers.)

Local Service

Bellmores Transportation             (877) 421-9931
Diamond Taxi                         (978) 689-9999

*Brooks School does not endorse or recommend any particular transportation company.